P-5 Video Game Promo
“One Heart, One Way”
VIDEO

AUDIO/TALENT

iPhone screen:

VOICE-OVER

BLACK with stars with evillooking planets.

Panda babies have been kidnapped and
taken to alien worlds. It’s up to
you to help the P-5 rescue them!

PANDA characters look worried.
THREE KIDS look up from their
iPhones, worried!

GIRL 1
Let’s help them, guys!

BOY, GIRL 1, GIRL 2
BOY
C’mon! Let’s go!
EFFECT as kids FLY UP or into
vortex tornado.

SFX

KIDS fly through space toward 7
planets

GIRL 2
There are seven planets!

BOY
Let’s split up, it’s the best way!
GIRL 1 FLIES DOWN onto a planet
and teams up with two pandas,
punches aside obstacles.

GIRL 1

GIRL 2 FLIES DOWN to a planet,
teams up with a panda, knocks
aside aliens.

GIRL 2

These aliens are goin’ down!

This is easy!
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AUDIO/TALENT

BOY flies down, also fights
away the obstacles.

BOY

Pandas look worried as the kids
ignore the hearts going by.

VOICE-OVER

Don’t worry, panda friends. We’ve
got this!

But our human heroes are ignoring
the most important thing.

BOULDERS smash the kids! ALIENS
zap them! All three kids tumble
to the ground, defeated!
ALIENS hover over them!

ALIEN
We have defeated the P-5 and their
human allies! The panda babies will
be ours. Prepare for final
destruction!

Panda looks at the kids.

VOICE-OVER
To be true heroes, the heart matters
most. To accomplish great things
they must collect the hearts.

Kids stand, resolute!

GIRL 1
We have to do this together!

GIRL 2
C’mon, P-5!
Kids together with Pandas grab
the hearts while knocking aside
the aliens.

VOICE-OVER
Together, they are unstoppable!
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ALIENS defeated.

ALIEN

Aliens zoom off.

They have defeated us! We’ll see you
again!

Kids and Pandas with babies.

GIRL 1
As a team we helped save the baby
pandas. One heart, one way.

GIRL 2
But the aliens will be back, and
we’ll be ready!

BOY
We can’t do this alone.

VOICE-OVER
Can you be the next hero who saves
the baby pandas?
LOGO, TEXT: call to action,
iPhone, where to buy, credits.

VOICE-OVER
Saving Pandas, available now for
download at the App Store.
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